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Abstract:
This investigation was made to determine the effect of an increase in pressure on gasoline yield in the
catalytic poly-forming process* The investigation was made using a Houdry synthetic aluminum
silicate fixed-bed catalyst as the catalytic agent, virgin gas oil as the charging stock, and isobutane as
the outside gas. The pressures used were 0, 300, 500, 000, and 1200 psig. At each pressure the
temperatures were varied from approximately 390° to 520°C, and the space velocities were held
relatively constant at 4 to 6 hr-1 Four preliminary conventional catalytic cracking runs wore made at a
space velocity of 0*0 to 0.8 hr,-3 in which no outside gas was employed, Three additional conventional
catalytic cracking runs wore made at the higher space velocity of 4 to 6 hr-3 At the conclusion of each
run, the carbon was burned from the catalyst and the liquid products were distilled.

It was found that conventional catalytic cracking at a space velocity of 0.6 to 0.8 hr -1 produces a
substantially greater quantity of gasoline per pass per unit of charging stock than is produced by the
catalytic polyforsing process using Isobutane as the outside gas. The yield from conventional catalytic
cracking at this space velocity reached a maximum of 34 per cent at a conversion of 62.5 per cent based
on oil charged, The maximum yield from catalytic polyforming at a space velocity of 4 to 6 hr,-1 was
30.7 per cent at 900 psig and at a conversion varying from 48 to 70 per cent, It was found that catalytic
polyforming with isobutane produced a greater quantity of gasoline per pass per unit of charging stock
than was produced by conventional catalytic cracking when both processes were operated at the same
space velocity of 4 to 6 hr,-l The conventional catalytic cracking process at this apace velocity
produced a maximum of approxi-mately 24 per cent gasoline, If both processes were operated at their
respective conditions of maximum, gasoline production per pass, a higher space velocity can he used
with the catalytic polyforming process and a greater through-put can be obtained.

It was also found that the effect of pressure in increasing gasoline yield is greatest between 0 and 300
psig. The yield increases up to approximately 900 psig and decreases at pressures beyond 900 psig.
Increasing the pressure from O to 900 psig causes an increase in yield of approximately 1.8 absolute
per cent or 6.2 relative per cost. 
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ABS3RA0T
Siis investigatIon was laa&e to determine the effect of an 

Increase la pressure on gasoline yield in the catalytic poly-* 
forming process*

Sie Investigation was made using a Houdry synthetic alumi-* 
num silicate fixed-bed catalyst as the catalytic agent, virgin 
gas oil as the charging stock, and iso butane as the eutsitiê -g&Se 
The pressures used were Qt 300, 500, 000, and 1800 gsig, At 
each pressure the temperatures were varied from approximately 
SOO0 to 580b o,, and the space velocities were held relatively 
constant at 4 to :;6 hr J-*I Four preliminary conventional catalytic cracking runs were made at a space velocity of 0*6 to 
0*8 hr,"! in which no outside z-aa was employed. Three additional conventional catalytic cracking runs were' made at the 
higher space veldclty Of 4 to 6 hr*"3- At the conclusion of 
each run, the - carbon was 'burned from the 'catalyst ■ and the 
liquid products were distilled.*

It was found that conventional catalytic cracking at a 
space velocity of 0*6 to 0*8 hr,wI produces a substantially 
greater • quantity'Of gasoline-.per pass' per unit of charging 
stock" than is produced "by the catalytic polyformlng process 
using Isobutane as the outside gas* The yield from conven
tional catalytic cracking at this space velocity reached a 
maximum of 34 per cent at a conversion of 62*5 per cent based 
on oil charged* The maximum yield from catalytic polyforming 
at a space velocity of 4 to 6 hr*,"! 'was. 30*7 per cent at 900 
psig and at a conversion ■ varying from 48' 'to 70 per cent *

It was found that catalytic, polyforming with 'isobtitane. 
produced a greater quantity of gasoline per pass per unit of 
charging stock than was produced by conventional catalytic • 
cracking when both processes were operated at the same'space, 
velocity of 4 to 6 hr**! The conventional catalytic cracking 
process at this apace velocity produced a maximum of approkil 
matcly 24 per- cent.gasoline. If both'processes were operated 
at their respective conditions of maximum gasoline production 
per pass, a higher space velocity can'he used with the catalytic 
poIyfarming process and a greater through-put can be obtained.*.

It was also found that the effect of pressure in'increas
ing gasoline.■ yield is greatest between O and 300 psig, The 
yield increases up to approximately 000 psig and decreases at 
pressures beyond 900 psig*. Increasing the 'pressure from 0 to 
900 psig causes an increase in yield of approximately 1,8 ab
solute per cent or 6,8 relative per cent*



I IBTRBDUOTIO#
According to Offut et aX (I)9 the Polyform process is 

an -efficient■means for producing high quality motor gasoline 
by the 'thermal conversion .of naphthas or gas Oils at high 
temperatures and high pressures in the presence of recir
culated hydrocarbon gases, fhe light‘hydrocarhons in the 
charge make possible, a substantially greater degree of erack> 
ing severity and a higher gasoline octane level than:is ■ 
possible in most thermal cracking processes* The conditions: 
of temperature and pressure are .also ■ suitable for the. con-* 
version of the G3 and G4 hydrocarbons to gasoline.* The pro* 
pane and butane fractions recycled within the process are in 
many cases supplemented with extraneous refinery'gas streams 
for additional yield of gasoline*.-

Gasolines formed by the Polyform process have a high 
- overfall volatility and contain more low*bolllng' and less 
hlgh-bolllng material than most gasolines from ether refining 
processes using the same charging- stock* An increase in 
severity of cracking as -a result of the light hydrocarbons 
included in the charge results in an increase of both the 
volatility of the gasoline and the octane number* The vol* 
atllity of the gasoline Is alee affected by the,conversion 
Cf the G3 and G4 hydrocarbons to gasoline*

The gases used in the Pelyform process may be those made 
by cracking the oil itself or may be these obtained from
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onfcsM® sources (2)» The use of greater amounts ©f gases is 
said to permit more severe cracking■so that improved fields 
of gasoline of high amt!*4mock quality and high sensitivity 
are obtained.= By using extraneous gases in conjunction 
with the charging- stock* addition reactions. apparently ... 
take place between the gaa and the products made by crack# /
Ing the oil* and there le'a reduced formation of'coke*

PolyformiEig distillates have high octane numbers- which 
remain Oasentlaily constant throughout the belling ranges*
The gasoline production is of the same order a.s 'that obtain* 
od la catalytic'cracking^ the gasoline having octane numbers 
from 74 to- 76 by the motor method* The gasoline, has 
cellenf blending, value and. road perfCtmance*.

From a study of polyforming %f gas. ull using
propane* isobutylene # and n»bntane as outside gases and 
Soudry synthetic aluminum silicate fixedtbed catalyst as 
the catalytic agent* myflaid (3) fowd both isobutylene 
and n^butane to give -a definite increase in gasoline yield 
over the % obtainable from conventional atmospheric catalytic 
cracking A Be also found that there ms. no detectable Ioaa in 
cataly&t .activity after the pe#*#e* W m * *  of'feed
per volume of catalyst at atmospheric and at 900 pounds pres* 
sure, Carbon formation based on total charge is markedly 
lower in U-Wtene catalytic polyforming at 900 pounds pressure

6



tb&ft in conventional atmospheric catalytic crackings
Mayfield ,also found catalytic polyforming to have a 

distinct advantage'over other methods of cracking heavy pet* 
roleum fractions in respect to space velocity* He -found 
catalytic poiyfomlng to give essentially the same yield#'
■ at the same space velocities and at space velocities approx
imately ten'times those used in normal petroleum cracking* 

Hllis (4) compiled controversial data of several In* 
vestiga tor Si*- In this compilation? Trusty summarised the 
advantages of the use of pressure as being a better condition 
for heat transfer? for absence of local overheating? and for 
increased yield of. gasoline productsB Sydnors, however? ob
served that,? for operations carried out at the Same temper* 
ature? distinctly higher yields of gasoline mere obtained at 
low rather than at high pressure, The data by.gydnor were 
obtained using a lid*Contmen.t gas. oil of 33.7° A.P.I. .srav* 
ity, using a Tube and Tank unit* One direct effect of 
pressure? according to Hemtsov as stated la the compilation^ 
la the increased yields Of gasoline In piece of basest 

3a view of the favorable possibilities of catalytic 
polyforming and the uncertainty of the effect of pressure, 
this investigation of the effect of pressure on catalytic 
polyforming was Undertaken*

. The yields of gasoline from catalytic polyforming at 0? 
.300? 6G0? 900? and 1200 psig were compared., The ultimate
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yields and carbon formation .at' the various 'pressures were 
also compared*- St each pressure,, the'maximum, gasoline yield 
obtainable was found by varying the temperature at which the 
polyforming took place« ' IMs variation gave a curve of 
yield versus conversion for each pressure and thus .deter-* 
mined the maximum gasoline yield obtainable at the given 
.pressure* . • -

Houdry synthetic aluminum silicate fixecUbed catalyst 
was used in. this investigation since if was found te be sell 
suited .to the process,*
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II. BQUIm s m ,  ABD MAYBBIALS .-

A * , Iquipm̂ nt. ■
. Ihe .equipment used in this investigation consisted of-, 

a reaction system which: could he.operated fro® 0-120C psig 
and was. capable of being heated to • somewhat above 600% % Ac 
distillation unit and a gas-analysis unit were used In con
junction with the reaction system» Ihe reaction system* 
shown in Figure-I5 was.composed of four- major sections* the 
feeding section, the reactor section, the condensing and re* 
eeiving section, and the safety equipment*.

FBBDIBG BBCIlOB * Ibe feeding section included a nitre* 
gen cylinder^ a feed cylinder* and a. ferguson gaget Ibe body 
of the 'feed- cylinder.was constructed from an eight*inch 
section of three*lnch* extra-strong steel pipe and two extra* 
strong steel caps * The pipe was. threaded at both ends- and 
.fitted with the caps which were securely welded to the pipe* 
Both caps were drilled end tapped for halMnoh pipe, sad 
close nipples of extra-strong steel pipe were fitted into 
the cape* Salf-ineh Kerotest valves of 3000 psig rating 
were fitted on each end of the feed cylinder* and each valve 
was fitted with one-half to one-fourth inGh steel bushings* 
to which braes fittings for connection to one-fourth inch 
copper tubing -were fitted.

The Iergnsen vlsible-llquld-level gage* which was situ*
ated below the feed cylinder during operation and received
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the charge' fretn the e y was fitted at either end
with close nipples of one-half inch extra-strong steel pipe*
the upper end of the gage' t?as fitted with a one^half inch
cross* One side arm of the cross was equipped with a hushing
and a brass one-fourth inch valve» Ihe other two arms were
equipped with brass fittings for connection to one-fourth
inch copper tubing. To the nipple at the lower end of the
lerguson was attached a one-half Inch9 6000-pound Vogt valve
.for adjustment of the rate of feed * The bottom of the .Valve
was connected directly to the reactor through one-half inch
extra-strong short nipples9■a one-half inch tee* and a one-
half inch 'union* The male half of the union was secured
to the feed section? while the female section was welded
directly to the top of the reactor *

from the side of the tee? a one-half inch extra-strong
pipe led to a safety valve* The valve was & Blaeh9 Sivalls9

■ ■ *-

and gryson frangible disk safety valve equipped with a 1255 
pslg Monel diaphram during runs below 1000 p«ig and ...a. 1445
pslg Monel dlaphram during 1206 psig runs* The Safety valve
discharged outside of the building through a one-half inch 
pipe*

4 nitrogen cylinder for pressurising the system complete 
ed the major elements of the feeding system * The nitrogen 
cylinder was connected through one-fourth inch copper tubing 
to a 0-2000 p'slg pressure gage and a brass tee near the feed
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OyIinder9 copper tubing connected -to the Upper 'valve of the 
feed cylinder and to the valve In on© arm of the aforesaid 
cross* This arrangement allowed gases in the Jerguson to 
• flow into the top of the feed cylinder as they were displaced 
.by, the liquid feed during the intermittent filling of the. 
Jerguson*

B&AGTOR 8ECTI0B * The reactor was made from a l^lhch 
section of three-inch extra-strong steel pipe* An extra- ' 
strong steel cap was welded to the top end of the reactor 
body* and the female.section of the previously mentioned 
union was welded at the center of the steel cap * The hole 
in the female section of the union, was enlarged from. one- 
half iheh to ll/!6*lnch* and ah Xl/16-lnch hole was drilled 
through the cap using the hole in the union as a jig* The 
enlarged hole facilitated the Changing of the catalyst and 
preheater peeking* The catalyst filled the lower 11 Inches 
of the reactor body; and the remaining 4 inches.ware filled 
with approximately ml* of assorted steel balls5 the 
largest of which were f/ld-iBoh In diameter*

■ A one-eighth inch mesh stainless .steel screen was in- 
aerted in the bottom end of the pipe to act as a catalyst 
support. This end mas closed by welding on a plate of steel 
one-half inch thick* The plate was drilled end tapped at the 
center. A section of extra-strong -one-half inch steel pipe 
led from the lower end of the reactor to a tee* A 6000-pound̂
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One-half inch ?ogt valve was connected on the m m  of the the 
by means of a short nipple of extra-strong pipe* Ihls valve 
w@s employed to regnlate the pressure in the reactor. Jl 
0-2000 pslg pressure gage was- connected to the branch of the 
tee and was used to, indicate the pressure is the reactor.. A 
oserhalf to one-fourth inch bushing is the lower end of the 
valve was fitted with a brass fitting and approximately three 
inches of copper tubing*

pour holes were drilled approximately three Inches-apart 
along the length of the 'reactor body* Four-inch lengths of 
one-eighth inch steel pipe were sealed at one end by welding 
and inserted, into the holes such that the sealed" ends were 
inside.the reactor* Ehese pipes were welded into the reactor • 
as thermowells in such a position that the sealed ends were 
along the axis of the reactor* Iron-constantan thermocouples 
were inserted into the thermowells and connected to a heeds 
and lorthrup indicating potentiometer § calibrated to read 
from 0-12000 c»

A, safety wall of one-fourth inch steel plate 2f> inches 
wide and y? inches long was,erected in the position in which 
the reactor was to stand*' Io give the reactor a firm and 
rigid support * two one-fourth by one. inch flat steel bars 
. were welded to the top of the cap at approximately 9 #  to 
each other* These bars fastened by means of one-half inch 
pins to cleats welded to the safety wall. Two one-half inch
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yoimd steel rods were welded to the reactor approximately 
eight inches apart and' opposite to the thermowells,6 !These 
rods passed through the safety wall and were secured to the 
network of' rods which were used to' support the entire Unitd 

Ihe reactor was entirely wrapped with erne-inch wide 
asbestos tape? Ihe upper one-half of the reactor was wound ' 
with 3d feet of nichrome wipe (resistance of 1*71 ohms per 
foot) which had been threaded with porcelain fish-spine in
sulators* Ike lower One-half whs similarly wound? These 
windings were covered with another layer of one-inch asbestos 
.tape# Each of these windings was connected to a 220-volt 
autotraneformar and was designed to carry a maximum load of 
five amperes* A fifteen-foot hell Of Insulate# nichrome wire 
was wound over the lower one-third, of the reactor $ and another 
similar coil was wound over the upper one-third* These cells 
were connected to 110-volt autotransformers A fifteen-foot . 
coil was wound about the neck of the reactor and. on the top 
of the nap to supply additional heat to the preheat section* 
This coil was also connected to a llQ-volt autotransformer* 

k layer of asbestos tape was employed'to cover the wimd- 
ings eh the reactor* 0ver the asheatke tape was fitted & 
layer of one-inch magnesia blocks cut to fit around the re* 
actor*. These blocks were secured by a few coils of asbestos 
tape9 and a heavy layer of asbestos cement was used to cover 
the entire reactor*. The cap, the bottom* and approximately



tMee lnohes of pipe beneath the reactor were also covered 
with asbestos cement to reduce heat losses^

CONDBmsiBG AND BBCBITING BBGTIOB * A short section of 
copper tubing extended below the valve at the lower end of 
the reactor9 as previously stated, A neoprene stopper was 
fitted around this copper tubing and a 3004m* Fyrex^glass 
liebig condenser was secured to the stopper* Wter was used 
as the cooling medium, in the IieMg condenser* Aft extension- ■ 
of glass tubing was added to the lower end of the Mebig con* 
denser to carry vapors and liquids well into the receiving 
flask* A neoprene stopper was fitted over the lower end of 
the Cohdenser9 and a #00 ml# side-arm flask was fitted to 
the.stopper* -

The slde+ar& flask was three-'fhartbs immersed in a dry
ice-isopropanol bath-contained"in a one-gallon thermoflask, 
?apors not condensed in the flask flowed out the side arm? 
through rubber tubing, and into a series of vapor traps*
.The series consisted oi|ffour glass traps immersed In a dry
iceMsopropanol bath contained in one-quart thermoflasks#
?rom the fourth trap* vapors flowed through & series of
two copper-coil condensers also immersed in a dry. ice-isopro.- 
panel bath* Noncondensable vapors leaving the cells passed
through rubber tubing to a tee* the run of which was connects 
ed to a threoMiter precision wet test gas metef* The branch
of the tee connected to an evacuated 9 200-ml»9 round-bottom*



■etopcook-eQulppecI flask fa-,take a gas .sample
Iuriog the r m * ,Fram the g&s meter  ̂.the noneondensahle gases 
passed to a blow-down line leading outside the building.* .

S A F E T Y ' ^ Bn aadltloh to the frenglble^dlsk safety 
valve and the safety wall behind the unit^. both of which have 
been mentioned previously5, there was a steel cover over the
reactor* .A piece of ona*eightb inch steel plate* rolled in 
a semiolrole 22 laches In diameter and 40 Inches in length, 
was .hinged to the safety well so that it would close around 
the reactor, A framework of, one-half Inch angle Iron was 
erected upward fro# the Center of the binged cover to support 
two thicknesses of automobile safety glass which would allow 
the operator Of the feed-control valve to view the derguson 
gage In safety» '

Plre fighting eq#ip#entuwa$ located within easy reach 
at all times* ,

AbXIMAFY EQBlpKSBT ^Ameiderahaw vaeOB##ie@keted die+ 
tilling column containing 15 plates was used to distill the 
products of reaction* Tbla COiwn was fitted with a distil* 
ll&g head suitable for TaklGS a distillation ever the ra&ge 
fro# *300 te .ĝ oo C* The collection flask employed directly 
beneath the reactor to condense #-portion Of the effluent 
products served also, as a distilling, flask*- The ground glass 
joint at the bottom of the column fit directly .Intd the joint
at the mouth of the flask* The flask was heated.:by. a.

' ri IiiiJn



5̂0'~watt heater controlled hy an antctrans.former»
• Ihe distilling head- delivered 'the IIqxiid condensates 

from the to#'of the colnmn te a rubber tube oonneoted to. 
a series of two cold traps immersed In two dry-ice*Is©pro* ■ 
p&nol baths*. Overhead products VaporlBlng after leaving 
the head were condensed' by the■low^temperatnre baths and 
afforded a close weight balance across the colnmiio

An Orsat gas analyser was employed to analyse fine gases 
from the reactor during the carbon burn-off <, The, gases 
were analysed for OOg* O&e and CO usl&&* respectively, strong 
&0B solution, an alkaline pyrogallol solution* and a solution 
of OUgCls-S,

Analyses of gases from the feed cylinder after the run
end of noncondensable gases issuing, from the reactor during 
the run were made with a loi^temperatwe gas^fractionation 
apparatus* Rbia Unit-Was also used to make analyses on out*-
side gases used in. conjunction with the gas oil charge#
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35*. Method $

ARKOSPBBBIG PB#889BB BOB' # 2 % B W  W S l B B  QAS * The ze*
#etor w&g heated until the terape^twe of the 28&@td*% W  
indicated by the thermocouples^ was -of sufficient magnitude 
to give the over-all average temperature desired for the 
particular' run to he made* Ihe feed cylinder #ae .evacuated 
.by means of a Cenco legavac vacuum' pump* charged #lth approx^ 
lmately 260 grams of gas oil* and weighed m  a 20 kilogram- 
capacity triple-beam balance, the feed cylinder Ws' then 
mounted on its supporting framework above the Jergusen gage 
and connected to' the gage by a short length of copper tubing* 
The upper nitrogen line leading from the tee in. the main 
nitrogen line was- connected to the upper valve of the -feed 
cylinder* The lower nitrogen line from, this tee connected 
to the cross which was situated between the feed cylinder 
and the Jerguson,

The feed-regulating valve wa# closed* and the pressure*
regulating valve below the reactor was opened to maintain ■ 
essentially atmospheric pressure Sn the reactor*

Br? in# was added to the nedessefy number.of thermo*
—  , , . . . • -

flasks .containing lsopropaml until' carbon dioxide evolution
was alight* A distillation flask was weighed and fitted to
the lower end of the Mebig condenser below the reactor* and
the flask was immersed in a one-gallon- thermofleek. A rubber
tube connected to the side a m  of the flask and led to a



serldg of eo%d Waps which had, boen weighed and immersed in
the eae*qBs*t thermaflaaks* Bnhber tnbiag lea from the do&&
traps to two eepper^coll eandenaers whiph' dis^hargea- o@#eh^ -
sate into glass reee&vers* # e  tells 6B& reee&*er& had been
previously•weighed and were immersed in a dry iee^lsepropan^
el bath in a one,-gallon thermoflash» ■ .

The gasysample bottle was evaenetad* weighed* and attach^
ed to the system; and the gas meter W s i set at &ero# ■

P1 nitrogen pressure ■ of about IGO pounds was applied to
the feed system and the upper valve on the feed • cylinder was
opened to equalise pressure. In the feed cylinder and la the
yerguson gage ̂ By opening the lower feed^cyllnder - valve.$ ■
a portion of the charge in the feed cylinder was allowed
to run into the Jergusoh9 filling the gage* At this point
the Lower feed^dylihder valve was Ulesed* the feed^regulat^
lag valve was opened* and e stop watoh was started* Bead
rate was controlled by notIhg the time required for *.given '
drop in the liquid level in the Jergueon gage\ Any necessary
adjustment In the feed^regulatlhg valve was made to obtain
the desired rate, The Jepgason was refilled When necessary
by opening the lower feed^yllader valve, Pressure w a s '
maintained on the feed system to force the charge through 

. .the Jergusoh and into the reactor*
$. sample of noncondensable gas was collected in the gas

sample bottle near the middle of the run, After completion
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of the the "bottle wag allowed to come to atmospherio
pressure and weighed notiBg room temperature and barometric 
pressure* The difference Th weight of the gas^sample bottle 
gave the- weight of the known volume of noncoBdensa'oie gas* 
These data were necessary for the determination of the weight 
of the noncendenssble gases, The number - of liters of non- 
oondensahle gases p&eslng through the gas meter wee read e&d 
recorded*

Upon completion of the run5 the cold trapss distilling 
flasks and copper cells and receivers were removed from their
cold hatha* wiped dry* and weighed immediately to determine
the weight of condensable product* Condensed product in the 
cold traps and receivers was transferred to thee distillation
flask which was immediately rewelghed and attached to the 
bottom of the previously prepared distilling column* The 
second weighing of the distilling flask wad to allow for 
determination of losses from transfer* Distillation was 
carried out as described later*. The feed cylinder was re* 
moved and reweighed* the weight of charge -being found by 
difference* ; -

#mall amounts of oil; remaining, in the reactor after 
completion of the reactor
through a series of twoccold traps* Mtrogen was used to 
purge the reactor .after evacuation was completed* dll re-
covered in this way helped in establlshlng a weight balance
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on the syetenu ' fBie -^ecovered material was weighed amd' added 
to the residue since the amount of gasoline contained under 
these, conditions was negligible*

Following the completion of each run*, _ and while the 
distillation was being made9 the carbon laid down on the 
catalyst was burned off as described later in this section*

B W  m t B  ' O Q W m  &A& * Prior to making a 
run  ̂the feed, cylinder was evacuated and filled with, a charge 
of gas oil* The feed cylinder was then placed in a refrlg* 
orator maintained at * 40° G* where the cylinder and charge 
were cooled for a minimum.'of two hours but preferably over
night, When thoroughly chilled, the feed cylinder was placed 
on a SG' kiiogram^d&paciSy balance and connected by means of 
Baran tubing to a cylinder of the desired outside gas* The 
cylinder of outside gas was situated in such a position 
that Its valve was lower than the body of the cylinder and 
the liquid contents would, be delivered through the tubing 
to the feedvcylinder * After the feed cylinder, connections, 
and tubing had .been tar.ed cm the .balance, the feed^eylinder 
valve ,attached, to the tubing was opened, Sext, the outside# 
gas-cylinder valve was opened and the outside gas flowed 
from the warm gas cylinder to the cold feed cylinder* When 
sufficient gas had been delivered, valves were closed and the 
tubing disconnected,

After filling, the feed cylinder was allowed to come to



room temperature and reweigbe.cL The cylinder was then placed 
in position for the rung and. the procedure previously describ
ed .was followed#

a m m + A w a w a m  m a  o w m s  @&8 * %h@ procedure
in the. super»a.tmospherIc runs was essentially- the same as 
previously described with the exceptions .of the pressure, at 
which the system operated and the handling of the feed-regu# 
lating and reactor-presswe-regulatihg valves ̂

The feed cylinder was prepared as described in the 
section concerned with atmospheric runs with an outside gas. 
Cold traps9 thermoflaskS1 receivers9 and other equipment were 
prepared as described*-.

.After- placing the: feed cylinder above the y@rgu.son and
making the proper bomectiona* both the feed^regulating valve 
at the top of the reactor and the reaetopapressure-regulating 
valve at the bottom of the reactor were securely closed* 
Iitrogen pressure- of approximately 200 psig was. supplied to 
the feed system5 the upper feed^cylinder valve was opened to 
equalise pressure in the feed cylinder and in the -Jergnsons 
and the Jerguson was filled*........ •

When feeding began* a stop watch used to determine feed 
time was started* and close watch was maintained on the 
pressure gage- indicating reactor pressure* ' Spade velocity 
was controlled by observing the.liquid level in the Jerguson 
gage end adjusting the feed'-regulating valve accordingly*

mailto:y@rgu.son


Hltrogen pressure was maintained at approximately IOQ psig 
above the pressure in the reactor^ When hot gases and- re**

t
action products' in the' reactor had - built up' the pressure de«-
sired for the run in progress $ the reactor«*pressure^regulat-
lng valve was opened slightly» By observing the. pressure gage-5
it was possible to adjust the pressure*-regulati3ig' valve so as
to maintain the desired pressure in the reactor*

A sudden drop in pressure on the feed system or rise in
pressure in the reactor indicated that the last drop of charge
had been delivered to the' reactor* the feed^regulating valve
was immediately closed, fhe reaetor+pressure^regulatlng
valve was opened gradually^ and the reactor was- bled to
atmospheric pressure* At the same time the feed system was
reduced to atmospheric pressure* the time of feeding was
taken as the time elapsed between the'WgimiAg of the. feed
and-'the time at which ̂ he feed^regulating valve was' closed#

The reactor' was evacuated and purged and the other
equipment was handled as previously, described*

Samples of the gases remaining in the feed cylinder were
taken at IQQQ pslg and also after the cylinder pressure bad
bee# reduced to 300 psig* These samples were analysed oh
the im*tmperature gas*fr#otlm&tla& unit to the
........... ' . , . 'per cent isobutene remaining in the feed cylinder and not.
charged* fhe data obtained were inconclusive| so the method
used by Mayfield (3) was adopted* By this method* the valves



of the feed cylinder were closed at ,the end■of the & m  before 
the feed system w.as depressurised* Ihe feed cylinder was 
then removed from the system, and the residual gases, eon* 
taining nitrogen and IsoMtane9 were bled Into a 34 liter 
tank *' Ihis allowed all' isobutane in the 'cylinder- to vapor# 
l%e and fee accounted for .in the analysis of the low-pressure 
' gases In the tank*. Analysis' showed the' residual'' isobutane 
■ to fee 10 grams.*. Ihis value of 10 gram's was used in the eel* 
cul&tions of all runs Involving an outside, gas*, ''Slnee the 
10 grams was outside gas uncharged $ it' was subtracted from 
the weight of gas charged to the feed cylinder-prior to each 
run; and calculations were based, on' the corrected ,gas weight*

PIBIIHAII## * Prior.to making a run on the reactor unit, 
the lowf-temperature distilling Mad was cooled with a dry 
ice*isoprGpanol mixture to provide for condensing vapors 
leaving the column.

As sben as' the condensed products collected in cold 
traps and receivers M d  been transferred to the distillation 
flask and the flask reweighed as previously described, the 
flask was fitted t© the bottom of the column fey means of a. 
greased ground-glass joint* A stopper was employed id plug 
the flask side arm* The delivery ,Btopeotk was closed to give 
total reflux* Approximately 30 volts were- applied to the 
flash heater fey the autotransformeh*

Vapors leaving the column were condensed and refluxed
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until, the head- temperatur© reached approximately *1$^* At' • 
this pointthe delivery stopcock was opened and part of the" 
condensing gases were removed to- the cold traps until - the- .
■ lower out point of 7d 0# was reached» If9 upon returning 
to total reflux, the temperature dropped,.further removal was 
'made* When the condensing gases maintained 7°C>9s the cold 
traps used to collect light fractions were removed, weighed, 
and replaced ky another set -of weighed cold traps" to collect 
gasoline* the autotransformer was advanced, and a gasoline 
cut was made up to 204h G* During the distillation of the 
gasoline fraction, the dry iee*isopropanol mixture was ws* 
moved from the distilllne heed and replaced with wet &ce* 
rPhe cut»point temperatures used were those for the local 
pressure of approximately 649 mm,

Bpon completion of the distillation* the gasoline weight 
was determined*, end the- column was allowed to Oool* when 
the column had drained, the distillation flask was reweighed 
to determine the weight of the major portion of the residue, 
the highVboilihg liquids in the flask plus the oil from the 
catalyst constituted the residue*.

&6%A%%#2 B8B# oPF * #l&c$ a carhonaeeous deposit was 
laid down on the catalyst surface during operation, a- hurn^off 
w&§ necessary after each run* $he weight of this o&phon de» 
posit was required In order that a weight-balance might he 
established for "the system.
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iKbem-a ram bee# #&* the reagtgp bad bee#

avaeaetw  a #  #%&&$#$ & &%a# #&# aomaeeted #pm. t&e.a&e 

#u##ly to  the top o f  t&# peaat&p*. A tb yee* lltar  g#e#e-tey  

wa# so&aeeted && the a ir  l&#e to  #e#*B#e $b* a@mw& ##8 

rate o f a #  a##p%&a8e

' Qomtlwew W#n*#2f e# tbe a&ta&yet wee #&6em#%&@he8 
iby bolding the %#bwma4 #4#tlaa at epproaimetaly 4&2* 
a&6 paaalmg a%# #t & defWte *&te #%eo%#b the reaeter*
The elsr w t e  w e  Mjtseted to  SBBkljBdbaLljb the tm ^ eratw a o f  

the bmmla# eeet&ma e% Ieee tba& # 0 *  g , By kee^lmg the 

.walm m  temperetmre below 600* the eata&yet w e  lb  Rb 

damger of Wing elate### e&& # d  - mot ioae Ite ae&i#tyt 
At t e # la r  imtef**!#*- per eemte o f  #0&& OO ##& Og lb  the 

offlmemt &&e were d etew lm d  Isyr meems o f  a# Oreat gag #8* 

alyaer* !BWbwb*** per eeab&e were ipdbapbdkstdt agelmat t # e *  and the 

weight o f  berhom - deposited was ao tem lw d  as e&mm Im the 

aemple oeiam latW #. -'



4»* Matayiale
Botgey ? Te^as5 virgin gas oil obtained from Bbillips 

Bettoleum Company was used as the charging stock in this
investigation* laboratory inspection data for the virgin 
.gas oil " i;s given in Table I =

The outside gas used in the Investigation was a com- 
merelal isobutene .obtained from the Batheson company, l&o. 

The oataiytlo agent used was Rondpy synthetic aluminum 
. silicate flxed*bed catalyst ̂
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calculations of the liquid' space velocity, weight, 
of permanent gases, average temperature of the ran$ weight 
of carbon deposited on the catalyst,. over-all weight balance
yield of gasoline* conversion^ and ultimate yield for run 
Bumbe# &7 are presented #a typical of all runs #&#*- 

A,.' Balculetion of Liquid BpaCa Velocityy
Data?

Volume of catalyst in the reactor # 1000 ml* 
Ceding time #
Weight of charge
Density of charge
Volme of charge # »

?24 ml. x

Al

6*?7 min*
& 41# gmp
-# 0*00

gm*Vhl*
w 524 ml*

•Space velocity * min./hr6 A,*7? min* % iooo ml* ~
B.» Calculation of #arbo& from Bum^off ?

Data?
^ime Air ' Analysis # , ■
(mint) (liters) % GO Og
5 9 8*3 0*2 0+2
if 29 - 12*0 4i0 O-,-
30 48 12*2 5*2 0
60 87 12+8 0
120 166 12 *0 H 0
ISO- 240 12*0 6*8 0
240 318 12*4 . 6*8 C
270 394 ' il»G"- ' 7*1 0*9
# 0 390 3*0 Q 16
315 ' 413 2*0 0 . 17



Average from Plot (Fig. 2)
GOg GO Oq

6 0 ' . 1*911 3 1 0
12.1 - & 7 '0
18*2 6*2 012 :ol 6*8 012.0 GiB 0
ial2 0
12,0 W 0*4
11'
2f5

50 ■ , 416.6
Vol* Effluent Vol*
Oas 1(liters) and

»:?F
72

22*2

61416*818*4
18*918,8
18*7
ilt?
2.5

By Difference

%

I M
Ikl81*1'
81*2
S 3
80,9

liters OOg snti' GO

0*462*06

i W13,5314,2 .S:?
J M :w*25

Weight of carte# # ^

Weight of permanent Gasess 
Data:

Volme of noneondensable gases 
Volme of gas sample bottle 
Mfmetria pfessnre 
Boom tempera tee- 
Weight of "bottle and gas

S 35 I* . '
$ -SOBdB-ml* - 
t 04D mm* Sg
* ' 25* 0*
# 124*169 #9»
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SU

Weight of bottle evacuated 123,986 gm*
Weight of gas sample fey difference 0,18.3 gm»
Weight of I liter of gas at 25° 0« and

640 rflffl i Hg- .* On183 x. 1000^ ' ' '208,2 0*879 sm*

Weight of permanent gases ■ 30*8 gm*
daltiulatioB of Average $emperetw@s 
Data;

SIaermoeeuple Wwberl# - ' ' 16 I? 18
lime (min#- 5

499
Iemperatnre

4240 4@9 494
I 473 488 498 4892 456 486 503 502
3 412 458 488 905
4 405 425 459 -483
5 399 . 412 438 4586 402 415 437 4 4

J s s3441
410

1513 i f i
. 446

MaLiLiS3_i^za4LiSS: * 4?5°5?. O

E.o OalenlatiSB &f Overfall Weight Balance;
Date*

Initial weight of cylinder and charge. ■ $  10699 gnu 
Weight of cylinder after run . $ 10270 gm6
Weight of isobutane remaining -in feed system

at Io gm*
Weight of material charged ■ -$ 419 gm»



BeitQWreel material: ;
Sydroearboa liquid product from-first

30

eoMeaser ' ' %
Hydroearbon liquid product from vapor 
traps. .ei
Permameat gases %
oil from catalyst bed &
Oapboa deposited »
Total weight recovered ±

Weight of losses by difference % 419 ^ 4-09
\

Per cent losses. Ob charge % 100 *»

C Oaloulatioa of Per seat lasoliae field's 
Data s

Weight of oil charged gs-
■Weight of gasoline from distillation %

Per cent gasoline on oil charged y % 100
■

6» Calculation of Per cent Conversion; ■
Hatas . ,

Weight of oil charged #
t :

Weight of residue from distillation =
Weight of oil recovered from catalyst 
bed a

16 9 « 6 gm*.

180*4 gm6 
30*8 # *
OftST gteft- 
28»2 gm*

409$5 gm« 
;5

9*0 gm* 
2*27 #

.2*?$ gm* 
78*3 ga0

30,7 #

259 gm«
98»8 gffift

Oft̂  gm,



!'Gtal weight of un,convert.eti: oil 
Per CGiBt conversion on oil charged

3%

Oslcnlation of Per cent Eltlmate lield.i
Data s

Per cent gasoline on oil ,charged 
Per cent conversion on oil charged 

Per cent -ultimate yield & % IOE

a 99#3 gm* 

« ■61*1 $

* 30+? #
•s 61&1 0 
$ 50,2 fo
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Seveyai series of eatalytie,pol̂ forming- runs were made - 
at pressures of 0* BCO5i ^OO5 900  ̂aud 1£0Q psig? to determine 
the optimum temperature conditions for gasoline production 
at* each pressure. The runs were made with the materials , 
previously described* The temperature was varied at each 
pressure while the space velocity was held relatively con
stant at 4 to 6 hr*»l The purpose of varying the temper# 
atures' was to obtain yields of gasoline at various con# 
Versions, The curves of yield Versus conversion were used 
to■determine the conditions best suited to the production 
of the highest gasoline yield obtainable, at each pressure*

Ponr preliminary runs were made at atmospheric pressure 
with no outside gas present*' These were essentially con#. 
ventional atmospheric catalytic cracking runs* • These, cata
lytic cracking runs were made in a manner similar to that 
used in the polyforming runs with the exception of■the fact 
that space velocities of 0.6 - 0*6 hr**1 were used. This 
exception was to allow a comparison to be made between cata
lytic polyforming at a space velocity of 4 to 6 hr**! and
catalytic cracking at a space velocity commonly used*, The

*results of the four runs are presented in Table 11 and 
Figures 3 and 4,

The yields of gasoline frosi the atmospheric catalytic 
cracking runs at space velocities of 0,6 - 0*8 hr**1 were..



in the range Qf JO to 35" per cent* At the lowest conversion 
obtained9 per cent  ̂the gasoline yield was 32*7 per ,
cent-,, The yield increased to a maximum of 34 per cent at •
■ 62»5 per cent conversion and decreased at higher conversions* 
The ultimate yield obtainable with recycle'is shown.in figure 
4, The highest ultimate yield achieved was 62*5 per cent' 
at the lowest conversion investigated? 52,4 per cent* '
Oarbon production, varied from 2,44 per cent at low conver
sion to 1,86 per cent at the high'conversion of 71*6 per 
cent, permanent gas formation varied from 3,5 to 17«7 grams 
.oh.a charge of approximately 260 grams.

Three additional conventional catalytic crashing runs 
were made at atmospheric. pressure but at a space velocity 
Of 4 to 6 hr.,*2- jhis space Velocity is the same as that 
used in the catalytic polyforming runs. The quantity of 
gasoline produced per pass by these three runs at. the higher 
space velocity was in the range of 22 to 24 per cent based 
on gas oil charged,. The ultimate yield varied from $2*7 
per cent at 45 per cent conversion to 56*7 per cent at 37*5 
' per cent conversion.. These data are presented in Table lit 
■and figures 3 and 4* , . .

Five runs were made at atmospheric pressure withtthe 
outside gas and with the temperature varying from 424° to 
510° Cft The permanent gas formation at this pressure srd 4,3 
to '5,2 hr,*3. space velocity was very small$ being, from 7*0
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t© 29»5 grams on a charge of approximately 265 grams of gag 
oil* The greatest promotion of permanent gases occurred 
at 'she highest temperature employed as was true'at all other 
pressures* Garhon 'laydown ranged from 2.*12 to 2*75 per ’cent 
based on total charge* Per cent gasoline varied from 25*4 

.43*1 per Sent conversion to 28*9 at 55*9 per cent eon* 
version* The highest yield of gasoline9 28*9 per cent, 
occurred at an average temperature of 510° #* the curve 
of ,gasoline yield versus conversion was still rising as 
' shown by the plot in Figure 3? but, since the catalyst tends■ 
to sinter at temperatures above it was impractical
to attempt to achieve- a higher conversion* Consequently, 
the curve was not fully determined at atmospheric pressure# 
The'trend as shown by the plot, however> Indicates that the 
yield would not increase materially and would definitely not 
increase to the yield achieved' at some higher pressures*

At 300 psig with temperatures- varying from 434° to 535° 
Co9 five runs 'were made' to determine a curve* permanent 
gas formation and carbon laydown at 300 psig were -consider*- 
ably greater than at atmospheric pressure# Permanent gases 
formed varied from 12.4 to I32 grams, being 31*2 grams at the 
point of maximum gasoline formation* Carbon laydown increase 
ed from 4*4 to 11 per 'cent, based on'total charge9 being 6*01 
at maximum gasoline formation* ' The gasoline production was 
also noticeably higher*: The ,gasoline yield rose from 28*9 .



per .maxlmm attained, at O psig and ^lO0 C,« to '30#' par
oent m a # m m  at ^OO palg and #6^ baaed on oil 'ahergod$ 
Am increase in pressure appears to save had the effect of' • 
requiring a- lower -temperature to realise a given conversion 
and gasoline yield* The temperature needed to achieve a 
maximum gasoline yield under 30© psig was at least 60^ 0# 
under that required at G psig,9 and it is possible that the 
difference is even greater since the maximum at atmospheric 
pressure was not attained* . ■

Gasoline yield at 600 psig reached a maximum very close 
to that obtained at 300 psig, although at a slightly higher 
temperature, 4-71° •, and a .slightly lower conversion* is
nan he seen from Figure 3, the curve- at.600 psig brake much 
more rapidly than that at either 0 or 300 psig. Gasoline 
yield was slightly less than that at 300 psig, the difference 
being approximately 0*2 per cent* but the ultimate yield was 
a small amount greater* permanent gas formation was close 
to that at 300 psig* while carbon formation continued to in* 
crease with increasing pressure*

Bight runs were made at 900 psig. with the temperature 
varying from 389° to 512° The gasoline yield increased 
from 22*2 per cent to 30 *7 per cent and tended to hold pel*- 
atively static over a wide range of conversion* from a eon* 
version of 48*1 per cent to a conversion of 70*8 per dent, 
the gasoline yields obtained in the investigation varied



from 29 to 30-7 per cent, Under conditions of ,relst 
3.0W ■ conversionan ultimate. yield of approximateXp SO per -■.. 
cent'could be attained without'sacrificing■the yield.per 
pass. Permanent gas formation and carbon laydown wer,e pel- ;, 
atireIy small■at the conditions for manimm gasoline yield* 
Th# perm&aegt formation appeared to have Wdeme atatld 
with re spent to changes in pressure^ but carbon formation 
continued to increase slightly*

Four runs were made at ItOQ psig to determine a curve 
of yield per pass versus conversion and. one of ultimate 
yield versus conversion* Oarbon laydown at 1200 psig is ■ 
quite similar to that &t $00 psig, but Somewhat greatArf && 
general* than that at #00.psig* Ourves of carbon versus . 
conversion ■ are shown in Figure 5? ..Permanent gas formation 
is similar.to that at 300* 600* and 900 pels* Ihd gasoline 
yield* however* deereasod from that at 900 psig and compares 
very closely with the yields obtained at atmospheric pres* 
sure* The dupves coincide so closely that one curve could 
be drawn through all points*

The effect of pressure on yield of .gasoline from,- eat a* 
lytle polyforming with leobnWa appears to be greatest in 
the Ihterval from 0 to 300 psig.and to be lass in the corpee*

•4 /u < • •
.ponding IntapvalejgttMghe^ pressure*. The maxim.% yield
rose 1» ? per cent in the interval from Qf to 300; p,slĝ  The
double interval from 300 to 900 pSlg resulted in.a rise.of
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only OeJ per cent. Beyond 900 pslg, in the interval from 
900 to 1200 Psig5 the gasoline yield decreased I«$5 per cents.

Ihe tendency toward formation of permanent gases.appears 
to be favored' by pressure np to 30© pslg W t  to become 
essentially static between 300 and 600 pslg*. Beydnd 600 
pslg there was mo rise in permanent.gas formation*

■ Is shown by the curve of carbon laydown versus convert 
Slon5 there is a noticeable tendency for carbon laydown to 
increase with increasing pressnro at the lower conversions*.
At higher conversions* the results are net so conclnsive* 
the tendency appearing to be increased formation np to 60© 
psig with a ■ gradual decrease beyond that point»•

The curve of ultimate yields versus conversions for 
eatalytla polyforming with taobutona shews a tendency for 
all- points at all.pressures to lie on one line across the • 
chart , The mala variation from pressure to pressure Is 
merely a shift of position along the line* Atmospheric 
pressure tends to give a high ultimate yield at a low con- 
.version* The ultimata yield decreases ana the conversion la* 
creases for 360 and 606 pslgs, The ultimate yields at 900 
and 1206 psig lie, In'general, near the center of the curve* 
The curves of figure 3 and Figure 4 indicate that 900 pslg 
and a conversion of about 9© per eent.would give a maximum 
yield of gasoline and @ reasonably high ultimate yield of 
about 58 per cent*



As cas be seen from Figure B9, the gasoline yield eb* 
taIned from' conventional atmospheric catalytic cracking at . 
sphee “velocities from Cu6 to 0*8 iir 0“3* was' considerably 
greater, than the maximum obtained from catalytic polyform
ing with isobutane. Ihe highest yield obtained from cata
lytic polyforming was 30*7 per cent# Ihis yield was obtain* 
ed at fOO'psig and over a general range of conversion from 
48 to 7© per cent* Qonventional catalytic cranking at the 
low space velocity- gave -a. yield of 34 per.cent at 62«7 per 
cent conversion* or a yield 3#3 absolute per cent "greater.#"

Ihe'gasoline yield obtained from conventional:afmos* 
pheric catalytic" cracking at the higher space velocity of 
4 to 6 h r * 5 however9 was considerably less than that ■ 
obtained from catalytic polyforming with isobutane at the 
same space Velocity*.' Conventional catalytic Cracking at

0  ' ' "  '

this space- velocity gave a yield of approximately 24 per 
Cent9 or 6*7 absolute per dent less than'was obtainable'
‘with catalytic polyforming at 9©Q psig and the same space 
velocity*

When operated at a ,low conversion of per cent and 
without sacrificing gasoline yield per pass, the -catalytic 
polyforming process operated at 900 psig will-give a slight* 
Iy greater ultimate yield with recycle than can, be. obtained' 
from conventional atmospheric catalytic cracking■at its 
conditions of maximum yield per pass* The difference in
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ultimate yields obtainable under these condition's is the- 
dlfferonee between $ 8 per cent for'the polyforming process- ■ 
and 54 per cent for the cracking process 3 or 4- absolute per 
cents

'fhe major advantage -of the catalytic' polyforming process 
with isobutane over the conventional catalytic cracking >re« 
cess lies not in yield- per pass- or in'ultimate yield but In 
space velocity* Ihe polyforming process produces 3067 per 
cent gasoline at space velocities of 4 to 6 hr,"!, while the 
conventional catalytic cracking process- is operated at ■ ■ 
-.space velocities of approximately 0,6 hr*^l to- produce a 
maximum'of gasoline* f he-poly forming process* therefore 5 
allows for a greater through-put*

Detailed data for all runs made are tabulated in Tables 
11 through VIII* The tables afe'#rpa&ged In order of in* 
creasing pressures while -the rums' within each table are 
arranged in the order of increasing temperatures*
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■The results of this Investigation^ which are presented 
■In tM' preceding, section* may he summarised, 'as fellowsi

'Conventional OatalytSo' oraefcing at. a space velocity of 
0*6 to 0.*a hr*-3- produces a substantially greater quantity 
of gasoline per pass per -unit of charging .stock than is pro* 
dueed by catalytic polyforming with isobutane at a. space 
velocity of 4 to 6 hr*^lp When the conventional catalytic 
cracking process and the -catalytic polyforming process with 
isobutane are operated at the - same space velocity of 4 to 6 
hr»*^9 the catalytic polyforming, process produces .a sub* ■ 
stantisIly greater quantity of gasoline than the. convention* 
al catalytic cracking process-*'

The advantage of the catalytic .polyforming process 
lies in the fact that* if both processes' are operated at 
conditions approaching Saslmm gasoline- production per pass * 
a higher space velocity can be used with the catalytic poly* 
forming process* and therefore, a greater throughout can 
be. obtained..

In the catalytic polyformihg process using isobutane * 
an increase in pressure from G :pslg to 900 psig does not' 
substantially increase the production.of .gasoline* the In* 
Crease, being, approximately S- absolute pbr cent based on oil 
charged, The effect of pressure in increasing the gasoline 
yield is greatest between 0 psig and 30G psig, The maximum



yieM :@f gasoline is achieved at appnostimateIy 900 psig* 
Additional pvesanre decreases the: per cent gasoline pro* 
duced, -

• Permanent gas. formation is favored up to 300 psig 
for the catalytic poly forming process? tut becomes relative
ly static between 300 and 600 psig* Carbon deposited In*- •
creases with increasing pressure at low conversions) while 
■ ■ " at high conversions the carbon laydown- increases up to. 600.
psig with a gradual decrease beyond 600 psig, when/plotted
against conversion» ..



The author acknowledges the courtesy of Phillips ■■' 
Petroleum Company wiio- sponsored the fellowship'under■wUiok 
the investigation was harried" out o This company also furn
ished the virgin gas oil used in the investigation and made 
necessary determinations on the gasoline samples produced*
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TABLE I
GAS OIL INSPECTION DATA 

(Borger, Texas, Virgin Gas Oil)
A.S.T.M. Dist. ° F.

First drop 527
5% condo 760 mm. 555

10# 565
20# 577
30# 591
40# 605
50# 622
60# 639
70# 662
80# 692
90# 725
95# . 740

End Point 742
Recovery 98#
Residue and loss 2.0#
Gravity 0 API - 36.0
Viscosity, SSU/100° F, 53.6
-Weight per.cent sulfur 0.31
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TABLE LI
CATALYTIC CRACKING AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 

(Low Space Velocity)
Run No. I 2 3 4
Charge Stock
Type of Catalyst
No. of Runs on Catalyst

Gas Oil
Houdry
49 47 48 50 '

Volume of Catalyst 
Ave. Reactor Temp., °C =

1000 ml.
413 429 482 509Ave. Operating Pressure 

Space Velocity, Hr.-I
Atm.
0.745 0,65 0.696 0.666

Material Charged,/ gm, 
Outside ;Gas 
Charge Stock

None
264- 250 267 261

Total Charge 264 250 267 261
Hydrocarbon Liquid 

Product 233.7 222.4 215.7 192.4
Condensable Gases 4.6 9.6 23.8 31.9Permanent Gases 3.5 4 = 13 14.3 17.7Oil from Catalyst 5.0 1.9 1.6 .8
Carbon by Burn-off 6.45 6.4 12.4 15.3

Losses, by Difference, gm. 10.75 5.6 0.3 2.9% Losses on Charge 4.46 2.24 0.11 1.1
Distillation Data, gm. '

(7-204)° C. Gasoline * 86.3 84.0 88.8 83.0
Residue 120.6 104.8 84.7 73.2
Condensable Gases ■26.5 31=7 48.6 52.1

% (7-204) Gasoline 32.7 33.6 33.2 31.8
% Conversion 52.4 57.3 67.7 71.6
% Ultimate Yield 62.4 58.6 49 44.4
% Carbon Laydown 2.44 2.56 4.64 5 = 86



TABLE III
"CATALYTIC CRACKING AT ATI1'OSFHERIC PRESSURE 

(High Space Velocity)
Run Noo
Charge Stock
Type of Catalyst
No. of Runs on Catalyst
Volume of Catalyst
Ave. Reactor Temp., 0C..
Ave0. Operating Pressure 
Space" Velocity«, Hr.-I
Material Charged, gm.

Outside Gas 
Charge stock 
Total Charge
Hydrocarbon Liquid Product 
Condensable Gases 
Permanent Gases 
Oil from Catalyst 
Carbon by Burn-off'

Losses by difference, gm.
% Losses on Charge
Distillation Data, gm.
• (7-204)° C . Gasoline 
Residue

. Condensable Gases
% (7-204) Gasoline 
% Conversion 
% Ultimate Yield
% Carbon Laydown

5
Gas Oil

6 7 1
Houdry
6 7 8' "
1000 ml.
398 380 444
Atm.
4.35 4.40 4.40

None
254 269 263.
254 269 263216.8 232.7 206.1
13.2 ■ 8.3 26.2
5.5 2.3 5.8

12.0 9.2 11.0
. 7.5 11.0 -7.2

1,0 5.6 6.30.4 2.08 2.9

58.6 59.1 62.3132.0 • 159.1 113.48.4 6 = 3 • 21.9
23.1 22.0 23.743.4 37.5 . 45.0
53.2- 58.7 52.7
2.95 4.09 2.8
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TABLE IV

- CATALYTIC POLYFORMING AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Run Noo 
Charge Stock 
"Type of Catalyst

8
Gas Oil 
Houdry

9 10 11 12

No,; .of Runs on Catalyst 
VoTume;; of Catalyst 10

1000 cc
11 12 13 14

- Aye.;.; Reactor Temp. °C.
' Avel Operating Pressure

424 
Atm „ 435 449 503 510

Space Velocity- Hr,
Material- Charged!,, gm, / 

Outside Gas ■

4.3 5.2

Isobutane

4.95 4.9 4.9

■ Outside Gas 163.4 159.4 159.4 159.4 171.4Charge Stock 258 264 258 267 265■ Total Charge 
Hydrocarbon' Liquid 421.4 423.4 417.4 426.4 ,436.4

Product 215.3 217.0 193.7 164.1 141.6Condensable Gases 186.9 183.0 201.0 228.4 252.329.5Permanent Gases • 7.9 7.0 :#11.2 
M 2.2

23.8Oil from Catalyst . 3.0 1.7 6.5 1.712.0Carbon by Burn-off 9.3 9.0 10.2 11.7
Losses by Difference^ gm1. 1.0 5.7 0.9 2.4 0.50.16Losses on Charge 0.24 1.31 0.22 0.56
Distillation Data, gm. 

(7-204)° C , Gasoline 68.8 67.3 71.5 76.7 76.6Residue 146.6 148.3 139.C 121.0 115.2Condensable Gases 137.8 147.0 157.9 137.0 169.4
f (7-204) Gasoline 26.6 25.4 27.7 28.7 28,9% Conversion 42.0 43.1 45.2 54.5 55.9% Ultimate Yield (7-204) 63.4 59.0 61.4. 52.6 51.6
% Carbon Laydown 2.21 2.13 2.44 2.74 2.75
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TABLE V

CATALYTIC POLYFOEMING AT 300 POUNDS PRESSURE
Run. No e 13 14 15 . 16 17
Charge; Stock 
Type .6,f Catalyst 

y No.' of Runs on Catalyst
Gas Oil 
Houdry 
18 22 17 15 16

Volume of Catalyst 
Ave. Reactor Temp, 0C ,

1000 cc 
434' 453 456 490 535

Ave. Operating Pressure 
Space.-Velocity Hr,-1 £ o  pslS a 5 4.75 5.0 4.55
Material Charged, gm. 

Outside Gas 
Outside Gas

Isobutane 
165 168 174.7 164 165

Charge Stock. 269 26? 266 269 271
Total Charge 434 435 440.7 433 436
Hydrocarbon Liquid 

Product 219,4 177.9 180.3 144.8 71.2
Condensable Gases 171.5 201.5 195.9 198.3 161.5
Permanent Gases . 12.4 25.6 ■ 31.2 46.8 132.0
Oil from Catalyst 4.2 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.8
Carbon by Burn-off 20.3 19.1 26.5 30.4 47.o8

Losses by Difference, gm, 6,2 10.3 6.5 2.3 22.7
% Losses on Charge 1.43 2.36 1.47 0.53 5 ©2
Distillation Data, gm, 

(7-204)° C. Gasoline 72.1 79.9 80.9 78.6
; oResidue 127.2 105.2 102.6 99.0 36.6

Condensable Gases 135.7 149.7 157.3 144 83.7
% (7-204) Gasoline 26.8 29.9 30.4 29.2 19.85
^ Conversion 51.1 60.4 61.3 70.5 86.6
% Ultimate Yield (7-204) 52,5 49.5 49.6 41.4 22.9

% Carbon Laydown 4.68 4.4 6.01 7.02 11.0
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TABLE VI

CATALYTIC FOLYFOREING AT 600 POUNDS PRESSURE
%Run No. 18 19 20 21

Charge Stock Gas Oil
Type of Catalyst . Houdry
No. of Runs on Catalyst. 20 19 26 21
Volume of Catalyst 1000 cc
Ave . Reactor Temp. 0C . 443 471 506 528 .
Ave, Operating Pressure 
Space Velocity Hr.-1

600 psig
'5.5 5.1 4.63 5.15

EaterlaiT- Charged , gm ,
Outside Gas Isobutane
Outside Gas 175 180 178 178
Charge Stock 272 261 262 268
Total Charge 
Hydrocarbon Liquid

447 . 441
165.6

440 446
90.8Product ■ 201.9 117.6

Condensable Gases 191.5 193.2 173.5 160.9
Permanent Gases 22.5 46.5 92.5 118;,:-
Oil from Catalyst 0.9 0.2 0.9 0.2'
Carbon by Burn-off 22.7 25.1 42.8 52.6

Losses by Difference gm. 7.5 10.4 12.7 23.5% Losses on Charge 1.67 2.36 2.9 5.28
Distillation Data, gm.

. 61.9(7-204)0 c„ Gasoline ' 74.0 78.8 73.4
Residue 135.3 105.5 80.3 - 69.2
Condensable Gases 155.7 115.9 103.4 97.7

% (7-204) Gasoline 27.2 30.2 28.0 23.1
% Conversion 50.0 .59.5 69.0 74.2
% Ultimate Yield (7-204) 54.4 50.8 . 40.5 31.2
% Carbon Laydown, 5.08 5.7 9.74 11.8
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TABLE VII

CATALYTIC POLYFOKFAIKG AT 900 POUNDS PRESSURE
r

Run No. 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
Charge Stock Gas Oil
Type of Catalyst Houdry

25No. of Runs on Catalyst 8 7 23 24 6 5
Volume of Catalyst 1000 cc

454 455 487Ave. Reactor Tempc °C„ 389 425 429 450
Avee Operating Pressure 
Space Velocity Hrc"1

900 psig
4.8 5.38 4.8 4.65 4.744.92 4.89

Faterial Charged, gm.
Outside Gas 
Outside Gas

Isobutane
162 165 167 168 174 164 161

Charge Stock 265 265 259 268 268 255 239
Total Charge 427 430 426 436 442 419 400
Hydrocarbon Liquid 

Product 237.4 216.8 209.8 177.3 177.2 169.6 126.9
Condensable Gases 149.9 177.3 164.7 193.9 195.7 180.4 178.0
Permanent Gases 14.8 16.1 21.8 30.2 31.5 30.8 50.1
Oil from Catalyst 7.4 0.5 2.1 0.4 0.6 o.5 0.5
Carbon by Burn-off 15.5 18.0 18.4 ■ 24.1 26.5 28.2 42.0

Losses by Difference, gm. 2.0 1.3 9.2 10.1 10.5 10.6 2.5
% Losses on Charge 0.47 0.3 2.16 2.3 2.38 2.27 0.62
Distillation Data, gnu 

(7-204)0 Ce Gasoline 58.9 81.5 76.5 77.8 80.4 78.3 72.2
v . Residue Y' " . 162.6 137.1 124.9 . 116.7 106.9 98.8 69.4

Condensable Gases 132.1 136.8 127.0 143.0/ .140.4 142.8 136.8
% (7-204) Gasoline 22.2 30.7 29.5 29.0 30.0 30.7 30.2
% Conversion Y Y 35.7 48.1 5i.o 56.2 60.0 61.1 70.8

,% Ultimate Yield (7-204) 62.2 63.8 57.8 51.6 50.0 50.2 42.7
% Carbon Laydown 3.63 4.19 4.32 5.52 6.0 6.72 10.5

29

512 >

4.89 '

167
271438 'g
101.8172.8
105^3Oc^
.52.7
5.0;
1.17

113.3 ,
23^7
75.9
31.3
12
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TABLE VIII

CATALYTIC POLYFOBTING AT 1200 POUNDS PRESSURE
Run Noo
Charge Stock
Type of Catalyst
No. of Runs on Catalyst
Volume of Catalyst
Ave, Reactor Temp. °C.
Ave. Operating Pressure 
Space Velocity Hr.*1
Material Charged, gm.

Outside Gas 
Outside Gas 
Charge Stock 
Total Charge
Hydrocarbon Liquid Product 
Condensable Gases Permanent Gases 
Oil from Catalyst 
Carbon by Burn-off

Losses by Difference, gm.
% Losses on Charge
Distillation Data, gm. 

(7-204)° C. Gasoline 
Residue
Condensable Gases

% (7-204) Gasoline 
% Conversion 
% Ultimate Yield
% Carbon Laydown

30 31 32 33Gas Oil
Houdry
29 27 .30 28
1000 cc 
423 452 460 491
1200 psig
5.0 4.97 5.05 4.58

Isobutane 
163 161 164 158
269 269 267 268
432 430 431 426
210.1 171.2 165.3 127.1174.8 191.7 198.2 177.722.4 &8.1 29.4 68.1

0.6 0.6 0.9 0.7
22.5 25.5 28.0 .40.0
1,6 12.9 9.2 12.4
0.37 3.0 2.14 2.9

76.0 77.3 77.7 73.1
138.5 109.1 •103.0 73.1
140.5 141.9 163.2 '127.2
28.2 28,7 . 29.2 27.348.0 59.1 61.0 72.4
58.7 48.5 48.9 37.8
5.2 5.94 6.5 9.4
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Figure I. Schematic Diagram of Equipment
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Figure 2. Composition of Effluent Gas During 
Catalyst Burn-off
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PER CENT CONVERSION ON OIL CHARGE
Figure 3. Relationship Between Conversion and Gasoline Yield 

in Catalytic Polyforming with Isobutane
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PER CENT CONVERSION ON OIL CHARGE
Figure 4. Relationship Between Conversion and Ultimate Yield in Catalytic Polyforming with Isobutane
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Figure 5. Relationship Between Carbon Formation and Conversion 
in Catalytic Polyforming with Isobutane
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